WHEN YOU BUY ASTM F15 ALLOY (KOVAR) FROM—
NATIONAL ELECTRONIC ALLOYS

WE CAN SUPPLY YOU WITH:

• MATERIAL: WITH FINE GRAIN — BEST IN THE INDUSTRY
• MATERIAL: WITH STABILITY TO PASS TRANSFORMATION TESTS TO –78°C, –80°C, –196°C
• MATERIAL: SPECIAL VACUUM PROCESS IN MELTING TO GIVE YOU A MORE HOMOGENEOUS ALLOY
• MATERIAL: DESIGNED TO GIVE YOU HI-INTEGRITY SEALS
• MATERIAL: OXIDIZES BETTER TO GIVE YOU A STRONGER SEAL
• MATERIAL: WITH CONSISTENCY FROM LOT TO LOT
• MATERIAL: DESIGNED TO COPE WITH COMPUTER, MICROWAVE, HYBRID, SEMICONDUCTOR, AND SPACE-AGE TECHNOLOGIES
• MATERIAL: YOU CAN TRUST TO MEET YOUR NEEDS
• MATERIAL: ALL OUR MATERIAL EXCEEDS THE STANDARDS SET FORTH BY ASTM F15 AND MIL I 23011C CLASS 1
• MATERIAL: WE UNDERSTAND WHAT THE SEAL INDUSTRY NEEDS

DON’T TAKE A CHANCE ON 2ND RATE MATERIAL
WE SUPPLY ONLY MATERIAL THAT IS QUALITY RATED #1

National Electronic Alloys Inc.

Specialty Metal Service Center
Dedicated to Customer Service & Quality

NEA East
3 Fir Court • Oakland, N.J. 07436
(800) 524-4309
Fax: (201) 337-9698
Website: www.nealloys.com • Email: Sales@nealloys.com

Nea West
1335 East Warner Avenue • Santa Ana, Ca. 92705
(877) 632-9378
Fax: (714) 556-5562
Website: www.nealloyswest.com • Email: Sales@nealloyswest.com